RESOLUTION CG/E/Res.533

RECOGNITION TO LIC. EVA MARGARITA SUCK MIRANDA FOR HER OUTSTANDING WORK IN OPANAL

The General Conference,

Considering that Lic. Eva Margarita Suck Miranda has worked as civil servant in OPANAL since its origins, 1 September 1969;

Bearing in mind that through the 41 years of serving the OPANAL, Lic. Eva Suck has contributed to the impulse of the highest purposes that are established in the Treaty of Tlatelolco;

Highlighting her valuable work as Chief of Administration and in several functions that she developed through all her professional career in OPANAL;

Taking note that Lic. Eva Margarita Suck Miranda will make effective her right to retirement from 1 January 2011;

Resolves:

1. To make an especial recognition by all Member States of the Treaty of Tlatelolco to Lic. Eva Margarita Suck Miranda, for her outstanding work as a civil servant of the Agency for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America and the Caribbean.

2. To thank to the Lic. Suck Miranda for her contributions to the OPANAL and for her significant participation in the activities of the Agency during its 41 years of existence.
3. **To request** the Secretary General to communicate this Resolution to Lic. Eva Suck Miranda; likewise, to inform all Member States about the content of this resolution.

(Adopted at the 112th Session
held on 18 November 2010)